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Environmental Management Project (LVEMP)
Plot 17 John Babiiha Road,
P.O. Box 5,
ENTEBBE.
Dear Sir
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Re CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR PRODUCTION OF AN AUDIO-VISUAL
DOCUMENTARY ON THE LAKE VICTORIA ENVIRONMENT
MANAGEMENT PROJECT (LVEMP): SUBMISSION OF INCEPTION
REPORT.
We have the honour, Sir, to refer to the Agreement signed on 23110/2004 between the
National Secretariat of Lake Victoria Environment Management Project (LVEMP) on
one part, and our firm, Television For Development (TFD) Consultants on the other part,
for the above titled Project.
2. Sir, in accordance with the Agreement, we have great pleasure to submit,
herewith, two (2) hard copies and a soft copy of the Inception Report.
3. Sir, we shall be most grateful to receive your comments on our Inception Report,
soonest, so that we can proceed with the video production as planned.
4. Accept, Sir, the assurances of our highest considerations and esteem.
Yours Sincerely,
For and on behalf of
TELEVISION FOR DEVELOPEMTN (TFD)
John Kyamanywa
DIRECTOR
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EXECUTIVE.SUMMARY
This Inception Report is an outgrowth oran Agreement /Contract between Lake Victoria
Environmental Managemenf Project (LVEMP) and Television for development (TFD), in
which the latter was assigned to document the activities ofLVEMP. The mandate of this
assignment bears two phases: The first phase is to gather and document information
. regarding the Project, particularly, the Project's goals, objectives anci activities. Also to
assess the extent to which the Project objectives have been achieved and subsequently
document the success stories attained. Using a combination of qualitative methods of data
collection and analysis, namely: document review and analysis, and in-depth interviews,
the inception phase has involved familiarization with the Lake Victoria Environment
Management Project (LVEMP) through documentary review of key Project documents
and holding meetings with the component leaders. The central purpose of the Inception
Report is to establish a common understanding and mutual appreciation of the Terms of
Reference (TOR) between the Television For Development and the Management of
LVEMP. The second aspect is to agree on the methods of work and the storyboard for the
Video documentary.
The initial reconnaissance has prepared ground for the production or a
Sensitisation/Educational video on the LVEMP Project, in a bid to create awareness
about the Project as well as success stories; to. promote stakeholder/community
participation and raise the Project's Profile. The Project Components include: Lake
Victoria Fisheries Organisation; Fisheries Research; Fisheries Management; Water
Hyacinth Control; Water Quality and Quantity Monitoring; Industrial and Municipal
Waste Management and Urban Runoff; Land Use Management; Wetlands Management;
Catchment Afforestation; and Support to Makerere University (Zoology Department),
The qualitative research approaches, therefore, have enabled us to gather and document
information regarding the various activities and services of the Lake Victoria
Environmental Management Project: It is anticipated that this reconnaissance phase wiJl
form the basis for the successful undertaking of the second phase .
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1.0
1.1
INTRODUCTION
Objectives of the Inception Report
This Inception Report is to establish a common understanding of the Terms of
Reference (TOR) between the Client, Lake Victoria Environment Management
Project (LVEMP) and the Consultant, Television for Developj11ent (TFD) and to
agree on the methods of work and the story board for the video documentary the
subsequent two phases. Broadly, the objectives are to:
(i) Agree on the proposed Methodology and Activity Plan
The Consultant understands that the assignment will be done once in the year
2004 for a period not exceeding three months. Therefore, consensus will be
sought, between the Consultant and the Client on the revised Methodology and
activities to pave way for implementing the proposed 'Work Plan.
(ii) Agree on the proposed Sun'ey Work Plan and itinerary for the video shoot
The TFD Consultant understands that there are 10 components and one National
Secretariat for LVEMP as identified in the Terms of Reference (TOR). Therefore,
the story board or concept of the video has been designed to ensure coverage of
the important physical sites and the important success stories in each component.
The Consultant expects comments from the Management of LVEMP regarding
the story board.
(iii) To Establish the Critical Deliverables
I
J
1
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The Terms of Reference requires the Consultant to present video documentary in
acceptable format and time schedule. The Inception Report outlines the
Milestones and the type of deliverable as the assignment progresses.
(iJ~To access the component leaders and other key inten'iewees of the LVEMP
The Consultant has formulated a criterion for the interviewing and the designed
itinerary for the video shoots during the implementation of the assignment. It is
expected that LVEMP Management will offer their time for the planned activities.
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..The inception. phase has .involved. familiarization with the Lake. Victoria
Environment Management Project (LVEMP) through documentary review of key
Project documents and holding meetings with the component leaders ..' .
1.2 Structure of the Report
The structures and focus of the Report derives from the initial discussion held
between the Consultant and the client and consultations with key stakeholders
during the reconnaissance as presented in Appendix I.
This report comprises nine sections. The First Section is Introduction and includes
Objectives and Background and Scope of the Lake Victoria Environmental
Management Project, its goals and objectives, as well as output indicators. The
Second Section is Implementation of the Project is devoted to the administration
of the Project under the Coordinating National Seqretariat. Section three titled:
Project Components/Activities. It also gives Achievements and Challenges and
provides a summary of the successes attained so far and analyses the challenges
as identified by the various components as well as mapping out the suggested
measures to address these challenges. In sections five and six, the research team
makes recommendations on a suitable communication strategy for the Project.
The recommendations are based on our field experiences and observations. The
team also suggests the Communication Channels in which the Video
Documentary could, successfully be disseminated Section seven is the proposed
work plan for the shooting of the documentary, while section 8 is the Video
treatment otherwise known as the Story Board. This provides a description!
intuition of how the video will finally look like. The conclusions are finally
presented in section nine.
1.3 Background to LVEMP
The Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project (LVEMP) is a
comprehensive environmental Project for the conservation of Lake Victoria and
its basin. It is a Regional Project formed under a Tripartite Agreement signed in
1994, by the three riparian countries: the Republic of Kenya, United Republic of
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. Tanzania, and the. Republic of Ugand!l..Uganda provided for the preparation and
implementation of the LVEMP Project. The three countries jointly implement the
Project for the scie~tific, socio-economic and environmental benefits of both the
riparian and global communities. The Project is funded by a credit from the
International Development Association (IDA) and a Grant from the Global
Environment Facility (GEF) through the World Bank to a tune of US$70 million
•
for the three East African Countries.
The mission of the Project over the long-term is to enhance economic growth and
reduce poverty while, at the same time, maintaining the rich biodiversity and
resources base to meet the needs of the present without comprising the ability to
meet the needs of future generations. The major objective of the LVEMP is to
restore a healthy, varied lake ecosystem that is inherently stable and able to
support, in a sustainable way, the increasing activities in the lake and its
catchments for the benefit of the people of the riparian countries as well as the
international community.
The Project Components include: Lake Victoria Fisheries Organisation; Fisheries
Research; Fisheries Management; Water Hyacinth Control; Water Quality and
Quantity Monitoring; Industrial and Municipal Waste Management and Urban
Runoff; Land Use Management; Wetlands Management; Catchment
Afforestation; and Support to Makerere University (Zoology Department),
components.
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2.0
2.1
2.2
JUSTIFICATION AND TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR)
Justification
The Objectives of this exercise is to create awareness about the activities and
services of Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project; to document
Project activities as well as success stories; to promote stakeholder/community
•
participation and raise the Project's profile. This undertaking was considered
relevant to the extent that the Project, whose mandate is to address the plight of
Lake Victoria, has over the years generated a great deal of information regarding
the lake, its catchments and surrounding communities, Much of this information
(besides the scientific data) requires dissemination to all stakeholders within the
Lake Basin. Against this backdrop, is this exercise set out to gather information
and package it in a report and in a video documentary for dissemination to all
stakeholders at a later date.
Terms pf Reference (TOR)
The objective of this undertaking is to create awareness about the Lake Victoria
Environmental Management Project activities and services, to document pr~Ject
activities, and success stories, to promote stake holder! community participation
and to raise the profile of the LVEMP.
The Scope of Services is largely based on the above objectives. The following
are the tasks that are to be undertaken.
Tasks 1: Carry out a review of the LVEMP in general and each component
in particular.
The Consultant will review all the literature available on LVEMP from both the
Secretariat and the other ten .project components. The Consultant will hold face-
to-face interviews of selected project officials and a guide tool questionnaire will
be designed and used to undertake this task (See appendix-).
Task 2: Agree with the Client on specific activities and locations to be shot
for the component
4
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The Consultant shall. visit all the ..eleven components, talk to selected project.
officials and through such discussions shall agree on activities, dates and on who
shall be recorded 31lldthe project locations; (See Appendix III)
Task 3: Develop and agree on the video shooting timetable with the Client
From the field visits the Consultant shall make a video script on which a time in
•
the field timetable shall be made and discussed and agreed upon with project
components on the suitable dates and times to coincide with on going activities in
the field.
Task 4: Make video shots of agreed activities and locations, under the
guidance of the client.
The Consultant will develop a video script, which will be presented to the Client
for approval, and in that script the two parties that is)he Client and the Consultant
shall agree upon locations and activities before shooting is undertaken. And using
the experience of the Consultant in video production the consultant shall be given
leeway to go and film. But the client is free to assign a project official to
accompany the team and direct the Consultant to the exact places to be filmed. In
any case the Consultant in the process of talking to the project compo net officials
has already arranged with them to be at the agreed project locations. The names
and places have been agreed upon. (See list in Appendix).
Task 5: Develop an appropriate script based on the original review as well
as on the shooting experience
The Consultant after holding discussions with project officials and visiting the
components shall develop a first draft script (see Appendix -), which will be
discussed with the Client so as to agree on it before implementation. Since our
approach is participatory, we would like to suggest that in order to create
ownership of this video by the key stakeholders, we are suggesting two or three
options to enable us proceed quickly_ One the storyboard! video script could be
photocopied and sent to the components and ask them to comment on it and a
deadline given say three days. Option two, send the storyboard to the key stake
holders and invite them for a half-day video script presentation at the Secretariat
5
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Option three,askthe_projectcomponents to select a small committee of not more
than five people to look at the video script and agree on it on behalf of the others
Task 6: Submit the draft script to the client for approval
In the first two weeks of the assignment after the Consultant has visited the
project components a draft video script shall be availed to the client for approval.
•
(See Appendix).
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Task 7: Document LVEMP processes by audio-visual means for
1
awareness and advocacy
The Consultant shall proceed to the field and project "locations after the video
script has been approved by the client, and will go a head to document using the
state of the art video equipment to document awareness and advocacy issues
identified.
-,,
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Task 8: Edit the documentary under the guidance of the client
The Consultant shall embark on video editing after the field shooting exercise
where footage of various aspects of the project will have been recorded. Further
review will be made of any available archive material to select clips of elements
which will enable us to tell the LVEMP story. Footage will be logged in the
studio to select the appropriate shots to tell the LVEMP story both pictorially and
in sound form. An editing script will be developed at this stage and the pictures
will be edited to fit the available original approved script. Thereafter a narration
script will be developed by the Consultant and shall be approved by the client and
there after integrated into the video. At this stage the client shall also be
consulted to approve the video before it is taken to the field for pretesting and
before language versioning into four local languages. From time to time the client
will be invited into the Consultant's video studio to see and supervise the video as
it is being made.
..;
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Task 9: Preview the draft documentary with the Client for approval
The Consultant after editing the video will avail it to the Client to seek for
approval of the video. The Client is free to use any of the methods suggested
earlier especially among the key stakeholders.
J
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Task 10: Develop a fifteen minute video
The video being produced by the Consultant shall be 15 minutes long on tape or
CD and the video shall comprise all the eleven LVEMP Project components .
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Task 11: Make copies of the documentary as per the Output requirement
•
under TOR.
The Consultant shall produce duplicates of the approved video for further
dissemination as follows: 11 copies in each of the four (4) languages (Luganda,
RunyankolelRukiga, Lusoga, and Lusamia); Eleven (II) copies of the
documentary film in English and Master copy of the documentary film in English
Task 12: Recommend the most effective behaviour change communication
approaches for the dissemination of the ~pcumentary.
1
The Consultant shall present in the draft report recommendations 2 months after
the start date recommendations of the best and most effective behaviour change
communication approaches to the client
Task 13 Develop a reporting mechanism on the results of the dissemination
. ,
'.)
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1
process.
The Consultant shall develop a draft mechanism and present it at the workshop,
which will be held two months after starting the assignment This will take place
at the pre-testing exercise/workshop. That mechanism will also be contained in
the final report. That report will be3 three months after starting the assignment
It will be contained in the final report .
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"',... 3.0 .. ,PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
In order to prepare for the implementation of the Assignment according to the
TOR, the Consultant undertook reconnaissance visits to selected project sites and
made observations of activities on the ground, talked to selected stakeholders and
accessed relevant project documents. This Section presents the preliminary
findings of activities and achievements of each of the I I ~omponents of the
Project.
3.1 LVEMP Activities and Achievements by Project Components
3.1.1 Lake VictoriaFisheries Organisation (LVFO)
The Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO) was established by the
LVEMP to provide a permanent Secretariat for fisheries research and
management in the three riparian countries. Specifically, the idea was to establish
LVFO as a fully operational and functional Organi'zation equipped and staffed
Secretariat at Jinja.
(a) Specific Objectives
• Foster co-operation amongst contracting parties (Kenya, Tanzania and
Uganda) in matters regarding L. Victoria.
• Harmonize national measures for the sustainable utilization of the living
resources of the lake.
• Develop and adopt conservation and management measures to assure the
lake's ecosystem health and sustainability of the living resources.
Achievements
To date, the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO) is a fully
established secretariat for ihe coordination of the region's activities as well as
networking. Statutory and regional meetings, workshops and conference have
been held to harmonise the activities of the entire Project.
8
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v" LVFO has constructed a Website on the World Wide Web: www.ivfo.org.
The site bears information mainly on fisheries resources in Lake Victoria as
well as the state. of the lake .
v" They have also developed the Lake Victoria Database
v" Outreach activities have been carried out to sensitise district officers and the
fishing communities.
•
3.1.2 FisheriesResearch Compoilent
The implementing institution for the Fisheries Research Component is Fisheries
Resources Research institute (FIRRI) situated in Jjinja at the shores of Lake
Victoria. The Fisheries Research Component is mandated to generate information
on fish biology and ecology; stock sizes; qualitative and quantitative information
in aquatic biodiversity; socio-economic characteristics of the fishery stakeholders
and restoration of scarce or depleted species.
'~.'
<.-
1 (a) Specific Objectives
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» Specifically, the component seeks to generate and disseminate information,
methods and advice for:
» Sustainable development and management of the fisheries resources
» Conservation of aquatic biodiversity
» Enhancement of fish production and restoration of the population of
previously important commercial species, through fish farming.
» Development of options for optimisation of socia-economic benefits from the
fisheries sector, with the participation of the communities.
» Control of invasive weeds especially the water hyacinth.
» Strengthening the capacity for information acquisition, packaging and
accessibility ..
» Most importantly, the component is mandated with building the capacity for
implementing the above objectives.
9
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(b) Achievements ..-.---- ..
Significant achievements have so far been realised under the Fisheries Research
component. Most notably is the fact that social and economic emancipation of.
local communities has been attributed to fisheries. Developments have been
realised in the areas of education, research and farming. The following are some
of the success stories:
,/ The FIRRI Museum and Aquaria have been rehabilitatt!d.
,/ There have been a number of other Museums and Aquaria set up in
schools and public places.
,/ Several research outputs have increased and been accepted by
stakeholders.
i
~:~
!
,/ Many theses, manuscripts, posters and charts, brochures, etc, have been
developed. For example, a number of books on aquaculture have been
produced.
,/ 0. esculentus brood stock has been acquired {~r breeding trials and fry
reanng.
,/ Fresh brood stocks of 0. niloticus and Clarias gariepinus have been
collected.
,/ On-farm resources surveys and analysis have been successfully conducted.
,/ The improvement in extension services has tremendously enhanced the
extension staff and subsequently improving farmers' visits.
3.1.3 Fisheries Management Component
The implementation of the Fisheries Management Component is executed under
the Fisheries Resources Department in Entebbe.
(a) Objectives
Mr. Dick Nyeko, the Commissioner, outlined the Project's mandates and
objectives to include:
To improve the overall management, utilisation and protection of fisheries
resources of Lake Victoria by strengthening extension activities, enhancing
enforcement, protection of breeding areas/seasons and harmonisation of'
existing fisheries legislation in the three riparian governments, improving
10
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fishing technology and introducing new skills and enhancing community
participation in fisheries management through training and micro-Projects.
~ Fisheries Ma"nagement focuses on the establishment of a sustainable
collaborative management of the fisheries through stakeholders involvement
in extension services, law enforcement, and data collection, fish quality
control, post harvest marketing improvement, fish levy"trust fund to ensure
sustainability, while simultaneously financing community demand driven
micro Projects to enhance the welfare of the community.
." .. , ,- V
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(b) Achievements.
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,,' Trained 5 MSc and 12 District Fisheries Officers in Fish fry production, 104
new Fisheries Officers inducted, 44 field extension officers attended an
extension methodology course; 22 local fish inspectors; 100 fishermen and•..
fish transporters.
,,' Promoted village aquaculture activity.
,,' Produced radio Projects and calendars
,,' Established 13 pilot Beach Management Units
,,' Identified 17 fish breeding areas.
,,' Regularly visited 13 landing sites gazetted for fish exports.
,,' Lifting a fish ban on export partly due to the regular inspection and
certification of tish factories.
,,' Facilitated 8 District Review Committees.
,,' Supervised 31 micro Projects in 9 districts.
,,' Promoted community participation in fisheries management, for example,
3000 copies of community participation booklet have been created and
distributed.
3.1.4 Water Hyacilltlt Control Componellt
The Water Hyacinth Control Component works in a consortium with other efforts
J to fight the notorious waterweed. The weed control mandate encompasses the
following methods:
I
~ Biological Control
1
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}>. Mechanical Control and
}> Manual control
(a) .Biological Control
Activities carried out under this methodology included: the construction of weevil
rearing centres, initiate the rearing stocks as well as managing and maintaining
the established centres. Further, weevil mother stocks and weevil multiplication at
the established centres, was carried out. Most of this work was executed at
Namulonge Agricultural Research Institute (NARl), which had earlier received
the weevils from Benin in West Africa. The Water Hyacinth Control Component
was further mandated to identify suitable release sites on Lake Victoria, harvest
the weevils and finally release them into the lake.
Once in Lake Victoria, the weevils were monitored to study their population and,.-
effect on the water Hyacinth as well as the nutrient impact on bio agents. Isolation
and evaluation of the impact of fungal pathogens was also carried out. Most
important, personnel and local communities needed to be trained and sensitised on
all these activities for the purpose of their participation.
(b) Mechanical Control
Activities under the Mechanical Control sub-component included: mapping out
operational areas and/or stations; operate the harvester that was located at the
Owen Falls Dam in Jjinja and at Portbell in Luzira and train personnel in the
procedures and operations.
"!:
(c) Manual control
j
Under this methodology, the mandate was to locate and map control centres;
sensitise communities and subsequently get them to participate in the removal of
the weed from the lake; purchase and distribute manual removal equipment, train
staff and communities in manual removal as well as physical participation in the
removal of the water hyacinth.
The Water Hyacinth Control Component carried out its work mainly on Lake
Victoria and on River Rwizi whose infestation, was also on a higher side. These
12
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activities necessitated continuous monitoring and evaluation, thus,aerial surveys
and remote monitoring were and, are still being implemented. Other activities
under this compMent included training staff on monitoring, involving
communities in monitoring, and evaluate all the above methods.
• Achievements
To date, the Water Hyacinth is no longer a threat on Lake trictoria waters and
other water bodies in Uganda. Consequently, the status of aquatic life in these
water bodies has improved. There has been a reduction in the amount of funds
spent by the National Water and Sewage Corporation to purify water that was
being polluted by the water weed .
3.1.5 Water Quality and Quamity Monitoring Component
The Water Quality and Quantity Monitoring Component is being implemented
under the Water Resources Management Developme~t (WRMD) in Entebbe. The
component provides qualitative and quantitative information on nutrient,
eutrophication and pollution, phytoplankton communities and their composition,
algal blooms and their dynamics, Lake Zooplankton.
(a) Objectives
.1
. I
-I
:;> The component has three broad objectives geared towards:
:;> The provision of detailed and usable information on the characteristics of the
Lake Victoria waters .
:;> The establishment and operationalisation of an integrated water quality
monitoring network, so as to generate information on the physical, chemical
and biological composition of the lake.
:;> Develop, enforce and regularize water quality standards and monitoring
compliance.
./' The operational monitoring network comprising of 19 stations has been
established. Three hydrological and 3 meteorological stations have been set
.J
(b) Achievements
u
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./' A laboratory has been set to handle the high number of samples resulting from
increased monitoring.
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13.1.6 . Industrial and Municipal Waste Management
The National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC), is implementing this
Project component' at Bugolobi water and sewage plants. The component
emphasizes the rehabilitation of existing treatment plants and use of the same by
stakeholders, demonstrating the 'wise use' of artificial or natural wetlands in
waste management. Another activity is to sensitise the public on the importance•
of waste management especially the liquid wastes. The component networks with
other institutions such as the Wetlands Inspectorate Division, National
Environment Management Authority (NEMA), urban authorities and local
communities to implement their activities.
(a) Objectil'es
l According to Mr. Christopher Kanyesigye, the coordinator, the componentsobjectives are to:
1
» Strengthen and improve the management of industrial and municipal waste.
» Assess the contribution of urban run off to the pollution of Lake Victoria .
. \,
» Investigate the viability of using constructed wetlands in the tertiary
treatment of industrial wastes.
» Investigate the viability of using a well managed neutral wetland in the
tertiary treatment of municipal wastes and to
'1 » Rehabilitate the Bugolobi Sewerage Treatment Works (BSTW) in order to
improve the quality of the final effiuent and meet the national standards
for discharge of effiuent into the receiving environment.
(b) Achievements
14
,/ From the survey of 60 industries in Kampala, Jinja, Masaka, Mbarara and
Entebbe, the component identified 7 HOTSPOTS in Kampala and
quantified pollution loading.
,/ Established the database on the industrial establishment with their input
materials, processes applied, output materials and the characteristics of
The following achievements h(lve so far been realised:
J
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the wastes. The major sources of urban wastes are the jndustrial effluents
and urban run-off where the solid wastes are also considered. The
contents of the liquid wastes are mainly consisting of heavy metals, while
the municipal wastes have the biodegradable wastes that contain mainly
the nutrients.
,/ Initiated a joint strategic alliance for the management of the Nakivubo
wetland.
,/ Visited and sensitised 21 shoreline settlements in the lake basin districts.
The common modes for information dissemination include: workshops,
group discussions with the local communities e.g. through Local
Councils, messages on Radio stations, Newsprints, fliers, posters, and
little use of the television.
,/ Environmental Projects have been initiat~d for the pnmary schools
especially with regard to good wastes management practices.
,/ Implemented 2 micro Projects that are health related such as the
provision of the ECOSUN toilets after agreeing with the communities'.
,/ There has been training at all levels form Certificates, Diplomas, M.Sc.
and Ph.D related to waste management.
,/ Implemented the Tertiary industrial effluent pilot plant and Bugolobi
Sewerage Treatment Works (BSTW)
,/ Created a database on quantified urban run off in major urban centres.
,/ Characterised dominant macrophytees in the swamp.
,/ Repaired 100 m of ,bust section low level rising main to inlet works
leading to increase in raw sewage flow into BSTW and thus reducing
pollution loading into the lake.
3.1.7 Land UseManagement Component
The Land Use Management Component is implemented at Kawanda Agricultural
Research Centre with various trials and experiments in Rakai, Entebbe and Jinja
15
districts. The execution of the component's mandate is conducted through' three
sub-components namely:
>- Soil and water Conservation
>- Management of Pollution Loading and
>- Agrochemical Management
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(b) Soil and water Conservation
.
.~
Pilot studies were carried out in Rakai District through experiments on farmers'
fields to study the cropping systems in Banana, Coffee and Pastures, as well as
Annual Cropping Systems. These experiments were, specifically meant to
quantify how much .soil and its nutrients are being lost to erosion. Intervention
measures were applied with the full involvement of the communities/stakeholders
right from inception. These interventions are so far bearing fruit. For example, the
rangelands that were severely degraded in the western and southern parts of the
country have been recovered after the construction of contour bands, to control
the excessive run off (see in pictures 1&2).
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Picture 1: Shows Banaila plantation management on a farmer's plot in Rakai District.
This was before the interventions of the Project. Note the soil erosion gully. (Source:
NARD Kawanda, Land Usemanagement in Uganda)
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Picture 2 shows the Transitions/Reco'very of rangelands afier the construction of contour bunds
to control the excessive run off. (Source: NARO Kawanda, Land Use management in Uganda)
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(b) Management of Pollution Loading
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The main activity under this sub-component is to asses the impact of farming
practices on the status of Lake Victoria as well as assisting communities access
clean water for domestic use. Thus the following have been accomplished:
~ A Hydrological monitoring station was set up in Kisoma along Mutukula
Road (Kagera pilot zone Micro-catchments) to continuously study the
water levels at the different times of the year. Thus, periodical sampling is
done to asses and to compare the amount of water nutrients and soil losses.
~ Micro-Projects for clean drinking water for communities mainly in Rakai,
have been set up.
~ This subcomponent has also produced catchment management modules
and brochures for the smooth implementation of the activities under this
mandate.
(c) Agrochemical Management
Activities under this subcomponent are geared towards the assessment of the
impact of agro-chemicals on Lake Victoria. The following have so far been
accomplished:
17
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,/ Capacity building, whereby, Doctoral and Masters Students have completed
or are still undergoing training.
,/ . Sensitisation w~rkshops targeting dealers and farmers have been conducted
,/ Identifying the types of chemicals used by the flower farms through regular
visits. Also monitoring the use of restricted chemicals. •
,/ Studies on atmospheric deposition of dry and wet air are conducted at two
stations in Entebbe and Kakira Sugar works, to establish the chemicals being
deposited.
,/ Developing an Agro-chemical database to establish the types and quantities of
chemicals used in Lake Victoria catchment Information regarding these
issues is obtained from dealers and the databases are upgraded every six
months.
3.1.8 Wetlands Management Component
Located at the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources in Kampala, the
Wetlands Management Component is implemented by the Wetlands Inspection
Division. The component emphasises the sustainable use of wetlands in order to
conserve them as well as improve their buffering capacity. The main activities
include: survey of the wetlands in the Lake catchments, document the uses of
wetlands and their resources, encourage participation of the local communities
and awareness of the public of the importance of the wetlands.
.. <
.J (a) Objectives
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The following are the objectives of the Wetland Management Component:
» Rapid assessment of wetlands of the Lake Victoria basin leading to the
creation of an Inv~ntory of the wetlands, and the assessment of their
buffering capacities.
» Economic evaluation of buffering services provided to L Victoria by
the wetlands.
» Identification of the economIC benefits from wetland resources and
providing strategies for the sustainable utilisation of theses resources.
» Identify and quantify the nature and magnitude of threats to wetlands.
18
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(h) Achievements
» Initiate pilot activities to demonstrate the "WISE USE" of wetlands in
the lake basin.
According to Paul Mafabi, Assistant Commissioner Wetlands Inspection, great
strides have been made in the management of wetlands in Uganda. Several field
•
activities are currently going on in Kampala, Masaka and Rakai districts. To date,
the following successes have been recorded:
,/ Three guidelines on wetland fish farming, wetland capture fisheries, and
wetlands and the law have been developed and put in place.
,/ A Suitability Study of wetland soils for crop production has also been
carried out.
,/ The location of the types of wetlands and their mapping has been done.
,/ Quantitative assessment of individual wetlangs and inventory of wetlands
in L. Victoria catchments has also been done.
,/ Fixed 12 hydrological gauging stations to estimate and monitor the
buffering capacity of the wetlands.
,/ A cost-benefit analysis of wetlands that targeted group stakeholders"' has
been completed. For example, it was estimated that the cost of water
purification of about 1.7 billion shillings per year, can be offset by
maintaining the wetlands in their natural state. Other uses of the wetland
resources by the local people are; crafts making such as at Kyojja in
Kinoni Masaka, agriculture, medicinal use, animal grazing, clay and sand
mining, fishing and energy sources.
,/ Estimates of production rates and biomass standing crop of papyrus,
Phoenix spp and Rattan cane have been done. The Rattan cane
experiments have been done in Mukono District. The central focus was the
Kinawattaka wetland~ in Kampala and Kisoma wetlands in Rakai District.
,/ Wetlands for the national and international importance have been
identified. For example the wetlands around Lake Nabugabo and Lake
Lutembe have been declared as RAMSAR sites.
,/ Establishment of a Database on National Wetlands Information System
that is being used by Districts for developing their action plans and also
for the national planning.
-.:.......:-_--
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.;' Sensitisation of the public has been through; Bill boards in English; radio
Projects in local languages, spot messages on FM radio stations and to a
less extent tpe television.
We intend to capture some of the above activities in the Video as indicated in the
work plan for the video shoot in section 8.
'yEo ...,
3.1.9 CatehmentAfforestation Component
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The Catchment Afforestation Component IS one of the smallest of the ten
components of LVEMP. It is being implemented by the Forest Department in
Bugolobi, Kampala. According to Commissioner Akileng, the Head of the team,
the component's purpose is to increase forest cover through tree planning and
prevention of soil erosion through conservation of natural forests with full
involvement and participation of the communities in the Project's area of
operation. The component is concerned with raising awareness on issues of,.•
afforestation in the Lake Victoria Basin on a pilot basis in order to lay a
foundation for future concentrates. The Catchment Afforestation Component
operates in Jinja, Busia, Mpigi and Rakai, where most of the activities are carried
out. This component works in close collaboration with the Land Use Component.
(a) Objectives
>- The following are the objectives of the component
>- Improve management of forest resources
>- Create new forest reserves
>- Promote conservation of forests outside forest reserves
>- Strengthen institutional capacity for effective management of the forest
resources in the catchment area.
>- Revise awareness to promote forest management
>- Promote tree planting/growing
"
(b) Achievements
,/ Promoted tree seedling production by establishing
10 central nurseries
2 commercial nurseries
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12 community/institutional nurseries
,/' Replanted and managed degraded forest reserves by replanting 144.6 ha of
degraded centra~ forest reserves.
,/' Promoted 670 ha of central forest reserves in Mwiri, Lyirimbi, Nabanga and
South Busoga against fire and illegal activities.
,/' Promoted stakeholder participation and participatory/collaborative approach•
in forest resource management.
,/' Conducted public awareness, training and workshops
The video will look at some of these achievements as indicated in the work plan
presented in Section 7.
3.1.10 Support to Zoology Department (Makerere University) Component
The component aims at building capacity and strengthening facilities for
environmental analysis and graduate teaching.. at Makerere University,
Department of Zoology. LVEMP support to the department of Zoology is unique
in that it interacts with all other components charged with capacity building.
(aj O~iectives
The major objective of Support to Zoology Department Component, Makerere is
to maintain the continuity and success of the LVEMP by providing human
resource capacity building at MSc and PhD levels, and knowledge upgrade
through short courses.
(bj Achievements
Under the LAVEMP, the Department has realised the following achievements:
,/ Equipped both the Science and Computer laboratories as well as
rehabilitation of the aquarium.
,/ Obtained Research funds
,/' Trained a number of students at both undergraduate and graduate levels. So
far 59 have graduated with BSc degrees and MSc in Fisheries and
Aquaculture.
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The Staff of the DepartmenLhave also benefited from the Project staff
training mainly at MSc. and Ph.D. levels. Areas of focus included: water
hyacinth control; sex differentiation in fish; fish breeding and farming and
social economics of fishing.
7'
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'" Strengthened collaboration and networking with the other Universities in the
Region namely, Moi University in Kenya and Dar es Salaam University in
Tanzania.
3.1.11 Coordinating Secretariat of tlte L VEMP
"
-,
All the above 10 components of Lake Victoria Environmental Management
Project are coordinated by the National Secretariat situated in Entebbe. It is
headed by Dr. FL. Orach-Meza. The Secretariat provides a day-to-day central
contact point and information clearing house for all agencies implementing the•..
Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project (LVEMP), and all institutions
supporting it financially and technically (see more details of its functions
elsewhere in this report.
(a) Achievements
-,
"
,
,
In the execution of its work, the LVEMP Coordinating Secretariat has so far
accomplished the following:
'" Successfully coordinated the preparation and production of five Annual
Work Plans.
'" Prepared four sets of Annual Training Plans
'" Built capacity through the training of:
16 PhDs
28 MSc
3 Graduate Diploma
'" It should be noted that the above trained personnel are from the various of
various Project components.
'" Organised and conducted 448 short courses locally and abroad for staff
components and local communities.
'" Held 83 weekly staff management meetings to review coordination
progress, receive reports of activities done by Secretariat,
.."
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.'/ Held 37 meetings of the Project Implementation Committee (PIC)
,/ Held 6 National workshops organized by various components and hosting
one regional workshop.
,/ Made procurements for: office equipment, civil works, goods and services
for components.
,/ Provided and improved communication facilities at institutions
•
implementing LVEMP e.g. telephone, fax, LAN, emails.
,/ Developed and installed a management information system at the
secretariat.
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,/ Established/Constructed a regional website for the Project:
www.lvemp.org
,/ Disseminates Information through:
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
T.V.
Brochures
Posters
Thus, a total of US $17.077 has been spent for operations, procurements and
consultancies. This is 67% of the toial donor funding.
3.2 Major Over All Achievements
From the preliminary findings, the Consultant agree that the following are the
major achievements under the Project:-
,/ The establishment of regional cooperation between the three East African
countries has indeed strengthened their capacity to reverse the
environmental degradation of Lake Victoria. The struggle though, is still
on and much is yet to be done
,/ There is political will by the three East African countries to contribute and
support LVEMP.
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.,1' The establishment of the concept of participation by the 10calcOlnmunities
in the riparian basin.
,I' Eradication of the Water Hyacinth on Lake Victoria
,I' A reduction in the amount of funds spent by the National Water and
Sewage Corporation to purify water polluted by the water weed, among•
other achievements.
3.3 Challenges
While significant achievements have been realised during the implementation of
the Lake Victoria Environment Management Project, this reconnaissance exercise
observed some challenges within the Project components that are likely to impact
on the smooth running of the assignment especially during its second phase. The
research revealed the following challenges:-
• While there is a level of networking between the various components, other
components tend to work in isolation. There is need to develop synergy.
• The delays in the approval of research funds by Parliament usually causes
delays in procurement of some goods, works and services, hence impacting
negatively on the performance of the Projects. This is further complicated by
lack and/or slow flow of adequate counterpart funds as Government
contributions.
• In some Project components members felt that there was inadequate funding
to implement all proposed planned activities.
• Inadequate number of qualified and/or trained staff especially technicians.
Hence, a need for training of staff under that category
• The luck of awareness amongst stakeholders in natural resources issues, as
well as the negative attitudes of some stakeholders.
There is lack of sensitisation about the Project itself as well as the alternative
ways in the utilisation of natural resources.
• The Majority of Fishermen in Lake Victoria are poor
24
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• Increase in crime in and around the Lake.
• LVFO needs more room for expansion as they are now hosted by Fisheries
Resources Research Institute (FIRRI)..
• Stabilisation of the populations of fish commodities such as Nile Tilapia, Nile
Perch, Bagrus ("Semutundu"), Clarius ("Male"), Haplochromis spp
("Mukene"), Hydrocynus sp (Tiger fish), Protopterus sp (Lungfish), A/estes
•
sp and Barbus sp.
3.4 Most Effective Channels Of Communication
During the Reconnaissance the Study Team found out that the major stakeholders
of the Project include although not necessarily limited to but not limited to the
following:
:r The various communities in the Lake Victoria basin such as the fisher folk
and farmers;
:r The industries (these have been identified as the major polluters of the
lake);
:r The general public is a major stakeholder as everybody interacts with the
environment on a daily basis, hence all need to know the importance of
natural resource management and sustainability;
;
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The policy makers are equally important since they influence policy and
opinion; they are charged with the approval of resources such as funds,
therefore, they should be sensitised about the dynamics in the management
of natural resources.
1
.1
Appropriate channels of communication were identified as shown in the table
below.
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Table 1: Approprillt_e channels of ComJIlun~cat1.0n for the various stakeholders of the
Project
Stakeholders ApproDriateChanDelin Order of Importance
L ' BarazasIWorkshops
2, Posters ADdDrawings
3, Field DaysNisits
Communities 4, Radio
5, Video Shows
6. Theatre
7. Television •
I. Workshops/SeminarslMeetings
2. Pamphlets
Policy Makers 3. Reports
4, News Letters
5. Radio and Television
L Workshops And Seminars
Corporate/ 2. Radio
Industries 3. Television
4. Pamphlets And News Letters
L Posters
The General Public 2, Radio and Television(Spots/Jingles/ Announcements. Talk Shows
3. News Paoers Articles
Donors L Reports "
2. Ne\vs Letters
3. Meetings
'!
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4.0.. .GENERAL APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
4.1 General Approach
The Consultant will strictly adhere to addressing the tasks as in the Terms of
Reference (TOR). The elements of the approach will include the following:
1
1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Review documents
Identification of production sites •
Identification and agree on activities to be recorded/filmed in the field
Identification of key informants in the project components
Development of study production Instruments/tools, questionnaires
Develop a video script and agree on it with the Cli ent
Develop a filming/production plan
Studio instruments i.e log sheets, editing scrip, narration scrip
Identify narrators and translators
Video editing and dubbing
Sound mixing and levelling
Produce effects and put transitions
Language version the video
Pre-test the video
Hold Production meeting with production team and stakeholder
Repackage and finalise video
Analysis of Data
Preparation of reports
Discussion with Client at appropriate stage .
4.2 Methodology
Review documents among them includes
• Bibliography on Lake Victoria and Associated Fresh Water Systems
• A Synopsis on the World Bank Supervision Mission to Uganda on the
LVEMP.
• Report on the implementation status of Lake Victoria Environment
Management Project in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda from July 1999 - June
2000.
• LVEMP: Strategic and Aption Oriented Workplan for the period July, 1999 to
June, 2000
• LVEMP (www.lvemp.org) - Report 1st July 1997 - 30/6/02.
27
• LVEMP: Water Quality and Ecosystem Component. Hydraulic Conditions
Pilot Study. Inception Report, February 199
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• Ministry of Water, Lands and Environment (2001), The Wetland Sector
Strategic Plan 2001-2010, WID
• Cropal, B (1987), Water Hyacinth, (Elsevier, Wmark)
• WWW.inweh.unu.edu/lufo
• Ministry of Agriculture. Animal Industry and Fisheries (1003), Guidelines for
Beach Management Units in Uganda, FD
• Kajjansi Aquaculture Research and Development Centre (1999-2000).
Aquaculture in Uganda, NARO & ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry
and Fisheries, Baseline Survey Report.
4.2.2 Field Visits
• Three methods will be used during the field vistas
• Review Reports and documents
• Interview Key Stakeholders .'
• Observe activities as they take place in the field in order to plan for
highlighting preparation and sound, plus locations where to place the camera
when filming.
4.2.3 Sample Sites selected
A sample of sites have been selected in Kampala, Mukono, Jinja, Masaka and
Rakai Districts.
I
4.2.3 Key lnfonauts to be interviewed
Key informants interviewed will be conducted among administrators, project
officials, leaders, fishermen, Beach Management Committees and Project
beneficiaries.
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5.0 .. Work Plan and Responsibilities of..theConsultant
5.1. General Work Plan and Activity Schedule
The assignment to produce a video documentary on LVEMP project is envisaged
to be implemented in three phases namely a (Pre-production, b) Production c)
Post Production and a Final Report Preparation.
Stage I Pre-Production Mobilisaion of he Team and Inception Report ppepraion•
The General Mobilisation of the team of professional stave and planning with the
Client for the modality of the assignment will include identification and
preliminary review of Key documents and report. He output of the first stage is
the Inception Report. After submission of the Inception Report to the Client, a
meeting will beheld with the Client to review data collection tools, the story
board/video script, and clarification of any issues that may still remain
outstanding before proceeding to collect footage necessary for the assignment.
Stage 2 Production
After agreeing inception Report with the Client, information and data
collection/footage will commence and will remain a continuous process until the
seventh week from the start. During this stage field rips to the districts of Jinja,
Kampala, Masaka and Rakai districts will be undertaken by the Consultant. The
information gathered/footage will be consolidated into a draft vide;!draft report
and will be submitted to the Client for comments and suggestions for
improvement after which local language versions will be produced.
Stage 3 Post Production
The Consultant will incorporate the comments and suggestions made by the
Client and other key stakeholders after the Pre-testing session. Their comments
will be integrated in the video and also integrated in the lcal language versions.
The Consultant will then work towards producing the final video by redoing the
sound, graphics, music and video effects. The output at this stage will be the final
video.
The details of the work plan and key activity schedule are summarised in the table
below. The video will be completed in twelve weeks after signing the
agreements.
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Table 5.2.General Work Plan and Activity Schedule
Activities Month 1 Month 2
Month 3 Qutp
ut. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1.0 Pre Production Stage
1.1 Si211in. of A!!feement X
].2 Meeting 'With Client Group to introduce Consultants X
aQTee on way forward
1.3 Develop Studv instruments
1.4 Review of Documents X X X X X X X
1.5 Field visits and Stakeholder consultations X X X
1.6 Prenare submit Incention Renort X
1.8 Meet Client and agree on Incention ReDort X X
2.0 Production Stage X
2.1 Revise Video ScriotJStO;:V board X X
2.2 Mobilize an assemble eauioment and nersonnel X X
2.3 Field s11ootino X X X X
2.4 Select cliosIReview footaoe
2.5 Lo!?: footaoe X X
2.6 Develop editin. skip
. X
2.7 DeveloD a narration sennt X X
2.7 Submit Narration Stnn to Clint for approval X
2.8 Review' narration Scriot X
2.9 Select Narrators X
3.0 Record voices in the Studio and s\'llchronize video . X
3.1 Translate narration sefint into four locallanouaoes X
3.2 Select locallanouaoe narrators X
3.3 Record local voices in the studio and synchronize video X
3.4 Take videos for nrotestinQ: in the field! workshoD X
4.0 Post Production X
Review conunents foml pre~test and incorporate in script and X
video
Read voices and record them X
4.3 Re-Edit, Synchronize, nut oranhics and music X X
4.4 Finalise video and client reviews it. X
4.5 Submit he video to the client for aporval X
4.61nco;;;oreal the Clients inputs X
4.7 Crediting, synchronizing, dubbino and CD writino X
4.8 Finalize video, and Make conies
X
5.0 Submit Final video to the Client and the reports. X
6.0 Dissemination mechani5111 for film/audio documentary
6.1 Develop a disseminationDlan/!wide X X X X
6.2 Monitoring reporting tool X X X
X
6.3 Submit the dissemination DIan and tool for aODfoval X X X
Incorporate the Clients input into the Dissemination guide, X
monitoring, reoortino tool and nlan.
6.5 Submit the renortlbooklet in hard copy and on a CD X
30
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This exercise has provided the foundation upon which LVEMP' s story will be
documented in a 1S-minute documentary that will take a Video format. The terms
of reference designate that the video shall be in both English and Luganda, the
two common languages widely and relatively used in Uganda. We propose that
the Video is disseminated as widely as possible to create awareness of the Project•
6.0 THE VIDEO DISSEMINATION PLAN
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and its components amongst all stakeholders. The table below is a summary of the
suggested plan under which dissemination of the video can be effected.
Table 2: The proposed/recommended channels for the dissemination of the Video on LVEMP.
'1.:
1
Target Audience/Stakeholder Communication Channel
Communities at landing sites and Video Shows during Barazas; Video Houses;
Operating Zones Uganda Television and WBS Television
Communities 10 Urban Uganda Television al)d WBS Television;
centres/General Public Video shows during workshops and seminars
Policy Makers Uganda Television and WBS Television;
Video shows durin,g meetings, workshops and seminars
Donors/lnternational Community Internet (Video streaming); Video CDs for the Donors;
Video shows during meetings, workshops and
Seminars, "
Others including Scientists Uganda Television and WBS Television;
Video shows during meetings, workshops and seminars
"
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7.0 WORK PLAN FOR THE VIDEO SHOOT
This section provides a tentative work plan for the shooting and editing of the
Video Documentary on the activities of the Lake Victoria Environmental
Management Project. This plan is drawn in accordance with the schedule agreed
upon by the various respondents, who are also the sources of information for the
most part. The time frame within which this task, in its entirety, should be•
accomplished is three months. This period encompasses: reconnaissance (pre-
production/preparation process), production (field recordings) and post-
production (logging, scripting and editing). We intend to embark on field
recording with effect from the second - last week of October and throughout the
month of November, 2004.
",.'
;:
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Table 3: Tentative schedule for the field recording
Date Component Location!Activity Contact
Status
"
Person
18-22/10/04 Water Hyacinth: Interviews; sites, equipment at Engineer
Confirmed
Bugolobi & Portbell, BMUs. - WaddaOmar. 20/10/04:
Portbell. Chaimerson 11.00 am.
Water quality and Interviews; field: rainwater Mr.Nsubuga -
18-22/10/04 Water Quantity harvest facility; boat trip to Senfuma.
Not yet
management, see experiments; Laboratory Mr. Leo confiJ;1lled
Entebbe activities, etc. Mwebembezi
Mr. Nsubuga
Support to Interviews; to see the land Dr. B. Isabirye; Tentative
25-30/10/04 Zoology setting; the aquarium; the Dr. Bugenyi;
Confirmati
Department - computer and the science Dr. Yusuf on
Makere.fe laboratories with students Kizito.
working; field experiments on
the lake to be guided by Dr.
Kizito, other related activities.
Land Use Interviews at Kawada; Banana Dr. Magunda. Confirmed
Management and coffee farmers' sites in Dr. Mubiru and
1-5/11/04 Rakai; Micro Projects for Dr. Ssemalulu
clean water boreholes and
protected springs, Kakira: air
deposition studies.
1-5/11/2004 Wetlands Interview; Kinawattaka; Mr. Paul Confirmed
Management Sango Bay in Rakai; Mafabi
Communities supported with
eclo-tourism; Kyojja sites of
wetland encroachment, Drama
Group in Rakai,
MicroProjects; Rattan Cane
1-5/11/04 Industrial & Interview; Pilot Projects Mr. Kanyesigye
Municipal waste examples; Eco-san toilets; Christopher and
ManaQ'ement: (Jiinia), examoles of the
1
1
1
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National Water improvement of municipal Confirmed
and Sewage and industrial waste tentatively
corporation - management; Filming
Bugolobi environmental committee in. orogress .
8-1211/04 Fisheries Research Interviews; Boat trip to film Dr. Balirwa;
Confirmed
-Jjinja FIRRI the hotspots of fishing Dr. Mugidde tentatively
communities; Big fish farmers Mr. Kamanya
in Masaka; BMUs;
Publications; Examples of the •
3 thematic areas: fisheries,
social economics and
Victoria Fisheries environment.
Organization Mr. Maembe
(LVFO) Lab facilities
Interview
22-26/11/04 Fisheries Interview; Microbiological Mr. Dick
Confirmed
Management lab; BMUs; Micro-Projects Nyeko
component e.g: Drying fish and San
toilets facilities.
Catchments Interviews; Shooting Mr. Oluka Not yet
Afforestation community participation in ,.' Akileng and confirmed
Rakai; Jjinja: Bugembe Margaret
Mwiri, component's woodlots Athieno
and nurseries. Mwebaza Not yet
confirmed
Coordinating Interviews (overview of Dr. Orach-
National LVEMP) Meza
Secretariat, Mr. Wambedde
Entebbe Mr. Ngobi
""-.'
;'.:'
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VIDEO SCRIPT
Story Board
The Video will begin by showing pictures of a family eating fish, a man casting
nets in the lake, a lady selling fish in a market place, a group cleaning a landing
site, a factory emitting smoke and emitting effluents in La1>eVictoria. Some
traditional Instrumental music will be in the background. This beginning montage
will take thirty seconds. The proposed title of the Video will be faded in "A
Rebirth of Lake Victoria". This will take seven seconds.
A short introduction of Lake Victoria will be given plus the pollution levels and
why Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project (LVEMP) with eleven
components was initiated six years ago. A montage of pictures showing these
elements will be displayed at this stage
Pollution that takes place in Lake Victoria starts from the catchment areas in the
lake basin.
Land use management is one among the eleven components which has three sub
components, they include soil and water conservation, management of pollution
loading and agro-chemicals management. Pictures of all these aspects mentioned
above will be shown. A Project official and a community beneficiary in Rakai
will high light success and challenges in this component.
In order to reduce soil and water run off especially on hills and mountainous
areas, trees were planted by the catchment and afforestation component in Rakai
and Jinja districts In an interview of the Project officials and target groups, we
shall bring out successes registered plus problems faced.
Besides, water run off into the lake other factors which affect water quality,
include man made effluents which are emitted from industries and municipalities.
In an interview with one of the Project officials we shall bring out the successes
34
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this Project has reported i.e. collection of data, monitoring water quality,. and
training man power plus the use ofEco-Sun toilets in Masaka e.t.c.
Before. water runs off and enters Lake Victoria, usually such water may go
through a swamp, which has a buffer to filter water naturally. In an interview, the
wetlands Project official will high light successes the component has registered
•
and what the local people have benefited i.e. through the sell of wetland products
which have reduced in size. Two sites will be shown here Kinawataka in Kampala
and Kisoma in Rakai to bring out the unquic qualities.
Besides nature offering solutions to complex issues of .purifying water, the
wetlands offer a buffering capacity that sometimes is taken for granted. This
poses challenges and on Lake Victoria the water Hyacinth also a natural weed
became a menace. The water Hyacinth resources c0!J1ponent was initiated just to
counter the problem the waterweed had created on Lake Victoria. One of the
Project officials will explain the 85% success in fighting the waterweed plus other
successes registered in the use of mechanical, biological and manual controls of
the weed.
The fish and other aquatic resources, Biodiversity in Lake Victoria form the core
of Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project, which was established six
years ago. We shall look at the six sub components under this component where
we shall high light microProjects and community participation, and in an
interview with an official from the Project we shall highlight successes and
challenges.
In order to ensure that fish stays in a good habitat and its availability is for sure
now and in the future, water quality, must be maintained and monitored regularly.
This will help reduce water pollution and rise the water quality weeds. In an
interview we shall spice this sequence with one of the component officials. We
shall put a short"sequence of traditional music here.
But how is this important resource maintained and monitored? The Fisheries
Research (FIRRI) institute provides all the research data necessary to ensure
35
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sustainable use of the resource - both for capture fisheries and acquaculture
resources. In this sequence we shall highlight what the component does, their
involvement with the community through Beach Management Committees
(BMUs) plus the awareness activities they have handled. It will also be spiced
with an interview of the Project official.
t
I
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Issues concerning Lake Victoria cut across countries of Kenya, Tanzania and
Uganda. In order to harmonize them, the three countries work together through
Lake Victoria Fisheries Organsiaiton (LUFO) to harmonize their agencies,' and
research standards. In an with an interview with an official from the component
we shall spice this sequence.
A umque platform of collaboration and networking has been built by the
secretariat of LVEMP who offer logistical, technical, financial and monitoring
support to all the components. The Executive Secretary will highlight the role the
secretariat has played in this gigantic under taking to save and rebirth Lake
Victoria. Where they have succeeded and what challenges they are still faced
with.
At this stage we shall conclude the Video by stating unique areas the Project has
succeeded in and also state what still needs to be done. We shall bring back three
""
officials and two community members to say briefly what they see ahead in the
near future.
The Video will be concluded using some of the Nice Lake scenes we have not
seen earlier but accompanied with a strong statement that unless we strengthen
collaboration and networking of stakeholders in the Lake Catchment, sustaining
this important resources will remain a night mare.
•
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Here we shall role the titles showing places visited, people interviewed and the.
Project components. The Video - coordinator, the research team and the Video
crew. In the background we shall play traditional ml!sic. The Video will end with
a caption of copy Right Lake Victoria Environment Management Project
LVEMP- 2004. +-;~;~;.#',~:.i~.
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9.0 CONCLUSION
This Report had the major objective of preparing ground for the production of a
Sensitisation/Educational video on the LVEMP Project. In it, we have
documented the various activities and services of Lake Victoria Environmental
Management Project, under its various Project components, in a bid to create
awareness about the Project as well as success stories; to promote
stakeholder/community participation and raise the Project's Profile. This
undertaking was considered relevant to the extent that LVEMP, whose mandate is
to address the plight of Lake Victoria, has over the years generated a great deal of
information regarding the lake, its catchments and surrounding communities.
Using a combination of qualitative methods of data collection and analysis,
namely: document review and analysis, and in-depth interviews, we have gathered
and documented information regarding the Project, particularly, the Project's
goals, objectives and activities. We have also assessed the extent to which the
objectives have so far been achieved.
The research team concludes that while significant achievements have been
realised during the first phase of the implementation of the Lake Victoria
Environment Management Project, there are still some challenges within the
Project components that are likely to impact on the smooth running of the Project,
especially during its second phase. These views are not out of context but are
informed by the qualitative research tradition, which largely informed this
exercise. It is very imperative for the Project to adopt the recommended
communication strategy for successful and effective dissemination of information,
technology and knowledge transfer.
•
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APPENDICES
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Appendix I: List of RespondentslInterviewees
Dr. F.L Orach-Meza: The National Secretariat, LVEMP, Entebbe
Mr. John Wambedde: The National Secretariat, LVEMP, Entebbe
I Mr. Sirage Ngobi: The National Secretariat, LVEMP, Entebbe •
Mr. Christopher Kanyesigye: National Water and Sewerage Corporation, Bugolobi
Kampala
Dr. Lance Everest Okwerede - Senior Analyst, National Water Sewerage Corporation,
Bugolobi, Kampala
Dr. Drake Mubiru: Kawanda Agricultural Research Institute (KARl), Kampala
Dr. M.K. Magunda: Kawanda Agricultural Research Institute (KARl), Kampala.
Dr. John Balirwa: Fisheries Resources Research Institute (FIRRI) Jinja
Mr. Dick Nyeko: Fisheries Resources Department - Entebbe.
Eng. B.N.K. Wadda: Bugolobi Biological Control of the Water Weed Project.
Mr. Nsubuga Senfuma: Water Resources Management Development (WRMD) -
Entebbe.
Mr. Paul Mafaabi: Wetlands Inspection Division, Kampala.
Mr. Oluka Akileng: Department of Forestry, Kampala
Mrs Margaret Athieno Mwebaza: Department of Forestry, Kampala
Dr. Isabirye Basuta and Dr. Y Kizito: Department of Zoology, Makerere University,
Kampala
Mr: Elishama Tugumisiriza - Chairperson Beach Management - Luzira - Kampala
. Mr. John Kamanyi - FIRRI - Jinja
Dr. Rose Mugidde - FIRRI - Jinja
Mr. Maembe - Lake Victoria Fisheries Organisation Jinja
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Appendix II: List of Locations Visited,
Lake Victoria Environment Management Project, National Secretariat, Entebbe .
.- .
Fisheries Research Institute (FIRRI) Jinja
Lake Victoria Fisheries Organisation - Jinja
Fisheries Resources Department - Entebbe. •
National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC), Bugolobi - Kampala.
Kawanda Agricultural Research Institute (KARl), Kampala.
Wetlands Inspection Division, Kampala.
Forest Department, Kampala
Department of Zoology, Makerere University, Kampala
Water Hyacinth Control - Bugolobi Office/Luzira Site
,.'
Water Quality and Quantity Monitoring - Water Resources Management Development -
Entebbe
41
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Appendix ill: Interview Guide
1. Would you like to give us an overview of this Project component?
.',
2. Specifically what is the mandate of this Project component?
3. To what extent have you accomplished the various tasks under that mandate?
"
5. What do you consider to be your major achievements?
6. . What challenges are you. encountering?
7. How have you managed to address such challenges?
•
8. What has been the contribution of other stakeholders, specifically the
communities and/or the general public in your area of operation?
,
9.
10.
II.
12.
Do you have a Communication strategy? Tell us about it.
In your view, what are the most effective channels (out of what you have used) in
your strategy?
What communication channel would you recommend for the dissemination of the
Video we are about to produce, under this exercise?
Do you have any additional information that you feel would enrich this exercise?
Thank you very much
42
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Appendix IV: Field Recording Interview Guide for the Components
1. Tell me about your Project component and what was sent out to be achieved.
1
J
I
'I
J
2.
3.
4.
Identify any two significant successes achieved.
What have you achieved so far?
Are there any not achieved? And why? •
5. What do you attribute the failures/weakness too?
6. What areas in your Project component do you still need either support from
LVEMP Project or from other sources?
7, Based on the experience you have on the Project, what would you like to see
happen in future if Lake Victoria is to be saved and sustained?
8. What do your as a away forward?
43
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Appendix V: Interview Guide for the Cominunity Members
1. What do you like most from Lake Victoria?
2. How do you benefit from the Lake?
3. Do you see any danger posed on Lake Victoria by anybody? Ifso, who and why?
4. How can this danger be avoided? Who is responsible and why? •
5. What should the Community do to improve conditions on Lake Victoria and the
surrounding areas?
6. What would you like to see happen on the Lake in future and the nearby areas?
.'
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Appendix VI:Pre-Evaluation Questionnaire (Before showing the video)
1. . What do you know about Lake Victoria?
•
2. Is Lake Victoria facing any danger, if so what?
3. Tell me what is being done to save Lake Victoria. And by who?
,,',
4. Why is it Important to save Lake Victoria? •
5. Is there anything which has been done on Lake Victoria you know about, what is it?
6. What can be done to improve the Lake and ensure there is fish for tomorrow?
7. Apart from the cited problems related to the Lake, what other problems exist where
you stay?
J
J
]
8. Any other suggestion?
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Appendix Vll: Post Evaluation Questionnaire
• •
•
Welcome to the Video show of
"A Rebirth of Lake Victoria"
Pre testing Session!
Name (Optional)
Organisation/Village
46
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A Rebirth of Lake Victoria - Video: Post test Questionnaire
...• ~ -r "
1. I found the presentatiop of the video: (circle one)
"!,,I
I';'
:','
~. f; ,-,
12345
1'.+
l
1
l
Very easy Very hard to follow
2. What can you comment on the length fthe video: «circle one) •
5 4 3 2 1
Much too long Short
3. I found the narration to be: (circle one)
5 4 3 2 1
Very clear Could not understand
4. Which word(s) best describe(s) the tone of the narration;-
0 Lively
0 Captivating
0 Sympathetic
0 Preachy
0 Monotonous
0 Boring
0 To Scientific
0 Knowledgeable ~
0
Other
. 5. How do you describe the voice-overs in the video?: (circle one
5 4 3 2 1
Very clear Could not under stand
6. How did you find the opening music in the video?: (circle one)
5 4 3 2 1
Very appropriate/enjoyable Very inappropriate/disturbing
l
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7. I found the contents of the videorelevant to my work/lifestyle: (circle one)
:'-j'.-j -
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5 4 3 2 I
Very relevant Not relevant
8. Did you find anything that was not necessary or unclear in the video? If so list any•three
(i)
(ii)
(iii) .,.
.:....,.
,-
;;-
9. What were the main messages that came through in the video?
10. What did you learn from my video?
II. Anything you found missing in the video which you would have wanted to learn?
12. From the video show, list five benefits of the lake to you from the video?
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
,;'.
i':'
13. Have you identified problems associated with Lake Victoria from the Video?
14. Rank in order to preference, the target groups suitable for viewing the video
J
Policy matter
Programm Manager
J
J
J
].....,
Community teachers
c:=J Educationists
c:=J Planners
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c=J.c=J General Public
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15.
16.
Would you like.acopy of this video? (circle one) Yes
Any other comments on this video
No
•
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Appendix 1.0 Background To Lake Victoria Environment Project
1.2.1 Methodology
A three-man research team conducted this reVIew, It comprised a Principle
Researcher, who is a Scientist (Botany and Zoology); a Researcher who is a
Social Scientist (Communication and Media Studies) and the Team Leader who is
•
the Director of Television for Development The exercise employed qualitative
methods of data collection and analysis.
1.1 Background to Lake Victoria
Lake Victoria lies between latitudes 0020'N and 3 ° OO'S, and longitudes 31 ° 40'E
and 34 ° 55'E. The lake is situated at an altitude of 1,134m above sea level and
has a total area of 68,800 square km, It is the largest lake in Africa and the second
largest freshwater lake in the world, shared between Tanzania (51%), Uganda
c'
(43%) and Kenya (6%). The East African region countries and others around the
world noted the escalating environmental degradation of Lake Victoria. Evidence
of accelerated substantial changes in the lake ecosystem include: massive
production of algae blooms, increased frequency of water born diseases, excessive
proliferation of water hyacinth, over fishing and poor land use practices,
It was also noted that the rapid increase in populations of the rIparIan
communities, currently standing at about 30million people and the multiple socio-
economic activities within the basin have resulted into changes in land-use, water
quality and biodiversity. The nutrients inputs from and joining catchments are
contributing to excessive algal production, which cause taste and odour problems,
high water treatment costs, algal toxins, deoxygenation, associated pathogens and
alteration of consumer food webs. The introduction of Nile Perch Lales lIilolicus
some 40 years ago has also contributed to the alteration of the food web structure.
Nile Perch was introduced to predate upon the Haplochromines (trash fish) with
little value. The complexity of the above concerns necessitated strategic
interventions.
Thus, the Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project (LVEMP) was
established to study, research and manage the above issues, with each East
African Community member state implementing the integrated activities covering
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the portion of the basin under their respective control. The LVEMP activities are
implemented by institutions in the ministries responsible for natural resources,
environment, fiskeries, agriculture, land, water and finance in the respective
governments.
1.2 Scope of LVEMP
•
Specifically, LVEMP aims at the rehabilitation of the ecosystem for the
sustainable benefit of Lake Side communities as well as those populations who
live in the Lake Victoria catchments and its area of influence. Initially, the
LVEMP was a five-year Project that begun from the year 1997 to 2002, but since
many of the planned activities were not accomplished within this time framework,
the Project was extended to the year 2005. Thus, besides its original mandate
guided by its broad objectives outlined below, the LVEMP, is currently charged
with the preparation of a baseline database upon ,yvhich the second phase of the
Project will be founded. Thus the scope of LVEMP can be summarised as
follows:
~ Creating a reliable baseline database and information
~ Building of institutional and human capacities
~ The development of suitable management measures and practices through
pilot Projects.
~ Innovation and application of strategies and management measures and
practices that are successful.
""",' ,!,
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1.3 Goals and Objectives of the Project
The overall objective of the Project is to restore a healthy, varied lake ecosystem
that is inherently stable and able to support, in a sustainable way, the increasing
activities in the lake and its catchments for the benefit of the people in the riparian
countries as well as the international community. LVEMP also set out to
successfully introduce and achieve environmentally and socially sustainable.
economic development in the region, as well as enhancing growth and reduce
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poverty while at the same time maintaining the rich biodiversity and resource base
for the use of the present and future generations.
Specifically the Project seeks to:
~ maximise the sustainable benefits to riparian communities from using
resources within the basin to generate food, employmep.t and income, supply
safe water, and sustain a disease-free environment;
~ restore and conserve biodiversity and genetic resources for the benefit of the
riparian and the global community;
~ harmonise national and regional management Projects in order to achieve the
maximum extent possible, the reversal of environmental degradation of Lake
Victoria;
~ promote Regional Cooperation.
Within the above long-term development objectives, the first phase ofL VEMP was
designed to address the following short-term objectives:
1. To generate the required baseline data and information to Improve the
management of the lake ecosystem.
2. To establish mechanisms for cooperative management by the three
countries - Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania.
3. To identify and demonstrate practical, self sustaining remedies through
pilot Projects; and
4. To build human and institutional capacities for sustainable management of
the lake ecosystem.
1.3.1 Vision
The above broad objectives constitute the guiding principles upon which various
component activities are undertaken. However, the Project Vision is to realise a
"Stable Lake Victoria ecosystem capable of meeting the demand for food,
income, safe water, employment, disease-free environment and a conserved.
biodiversity" .
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1.3.2 Outputs and Assessment
1.3.2.1. Outputs
/0
The implementation ofthe first phase ofL VEMP targeted to achieve the following:
1. The reliable baseline database and information
2. The institutional and human capacities enhancement.
3. Developed suitable management measures and ~ractices through pilot
Projects.
4. Innovative application of strategies and management measures and
practices that have proven successful.
13.2.2. Assessment
(a) Measures of Success
The Project success was designed to be measured by:
• Building capacity within the riparian universities, the line ministries, the
LVEMP secretariats and the riparian communities for environmental
analysis, conservation and adoption of cohesive management practices on
the lake;
• Harmonising among the three countries legislation addressing
management of fisheries and environmental variables important in the lake
basin, and improve enforcement of this legislation;
• Establishment of the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO);
• Completion of gazetting and regulating fish landing sites within the pilot
zones areas and enforcing acceptable fishing practices within a 5 km
radius of fishing villages within these areas, with full participation of lake
side fishing commupities;
• Establishing sustainable long-term capacity for management and control of
water hyacinth and other invasive weeds in the Lake Victoria Basin,
through integrated weed control methods and community involvement;
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• . Establishing a lake wide water quality and rainfall monitoring system with
agreed parameters to generate information on eutrophication management
and pollution control; and
• Completing a full inventory and resource survey of Lake Victoria
wetlands, and preparing investment proposals.
•
(b) Measures of Impact
The Project benefits comprised of the following:
• Reduction in nutrient and fecal coliforms
• Reduction in sediment and phosphorus loading in rivers flowing into the
lake
• Reduction by at least 50% of the industrial pollutants entering the lake
• Stabilisation of fish catch
• Measurable reduction in the infestation of Water Hyacinth
• Visible soil and water conservation practice
• Stabilisation of areas retained as wetlands.
1.4 Implementation of the Project
The Tripartite agreement provided for the establishment of institutional
arrangements both at national and regional levels. Thus, the Project
implementation is done through relevant national institutions and government
departments and is coordinated by the National Secretariats for LVEMP. A
Regional Secretariat is also established to ensure uniformity in approach,
standards and follow up on the harmonisation of policies.
1.4,1 Regional Secretariat
Based in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, the regional Secretariat is responsible for
ensuring uniformity in approach to Project implementation and coordination of all
regional meetings and activities.
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(a) The CoordinatingNationalSecretariat
1.4.2 Administration of the LVEMP in Uganda
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The National Secretariat in each country provides a central day to day contact
point and information clearing house for donors and all agencies implementing
the Project. The Secretariat is responsible for coordinating and implementation of
activities of LVEMP, overall monitoring and reportrng on progress of
implementation for decision making about the overall Project. The National
Secretariat is also responsible for ensuring compliance with IDA, GEF and the
respective Governments reporting, procurement and disbursement procedures.
The Staff of the National Secretariat comprise the National Executive Secretary as
Head, Operations Project Officer, Management Information Systems Officer,
Disbursement Officer, Procurement Officer and Community Participation Officer.
.'.'
This team is mandated with the overall administration of the Project: harmonising
and coordinating all the various activities being executed under the various
Project components
(b) Functions o/the NationalSecretariat
The above team is thus mandated with the overall administration of the Project:
harmonising and coordinating all the various activities being executed under the
various Project components. Hence, the functions of the National Secretariat can
be summarised as follows:
~ Provide a day to day central contact point and information clearing house
for all agencies implementing the Lake Victoria Environmental
Management Project (LVEMP) and all institutions supporting it
financially and technically.
~ Gather information on implementation status from all the agencies in the
country.
~ Be responsible for overall monitoring and evaluation.
~ Prepare progress reports for decision-making about the overall Project.
~ Organise national and tripartite meetings of officials responsible for
various Project components of the LVEMP.
~ Analyse and approve budgets and, disburse funds to the ten Project
components .
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1.4.3 Other Supportive Committees
(a) Project ImplementationCommittee(PIC)
The PIC is the committee responsible for review of physical and financial
progress of all Project activities and is composed of all Component Coordinators
of each component and is chaired by the National Executive Secretary with the
•Operation Officer as its Secretary.
(b) National Steering Committee on Water Hyacinth
The National Water Hyacinth Steering Committees have been established in each
country and are responsible for the control and management of water hyacinth.
(e) InternationalPanel of Scientists
This is a high level panel of internationally renoymed Scientists who have been
appointed by the RPSC to serve as an advisory group for the scientific studies in
the Lake Victoria. They meet annually to review scientific issues arising from
Project implementation, maintain an up-to-date inventory of international
scientific research, pertinent to LVEMP Projects, assist with identifying
international training opportunities for researchers from riparian countries, they
can also be requested by the Regional Policy and Steering Committee, to provide
advice on specific issues on the Project. The panel comprises seven members, six
of whom are drawn from Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda and one member
nominated by the World Bank.
:;
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1.4.4 Financial Flows and Accountability
As mentioned earlier, the LVEMP is funded by a credit from the International
Development Association (IDA) and a Grant from the Global Environment
Facility (GEF) through the World Bank to a tune of US$70 million for the three
East African Countries. Out of this, the United Republic of Tanzania is receiving
an amount ofUS$20.4 million, stretched out over a period of 5 years. Kenya and
Uganda are receiving US$24.3 million and US$25.3 million, respectively: The
National Secretariat Accountant disburses the funds to the various Project
components through their Accounts offices, upon receipt of the approved budgets.
The Project components' Accountants are in turn, mandated to account for the
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funds before another release' is' made:- Thus, financial. disbursements are only
made after proper accountability by the Project components' Accountants.J
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